
EXCLUSIVE LIONBRIDGE SERVICES 
FOR UNREAL ENGINE DEVELOPERS

FAQs

Q

Which Lionbridge Gaming services are available to Unreal Engine game developers?

Lionbridge offers Unreal Engine developers a variety of services that help them successfully bring their games  
to the global market place. Specifically, this includes:

• Narrative design and Global adaption
• Localization 
• Global audio production
• Localization testing

• Functional testing
• Community management and player support
• Global marketing services

Q

How do these services benefit Unreal Engine game developers?

Developers who take advantage of these services to localize their games for international markets  
will ultimately increase their fan base and revenue. Core benefits include:  

• Scaling globally with Lionbridge’s end-to-end 
narrative design services, localization, global  
audio production, and testing services to help  
developers market their games to new audiences,  
in virtually any country in the world 

• Delivering games and content faster by  
partnering with Lionbridge to adapt and localize  
games for multiple audiences

• Respecting the integrity of the gaming  
experience for every market, every user around  
the world

• Partnering with our global marketing  
and community teams to help create unique  
connections with gamers around the world

• Benefitting from exclusive discounts on  
Lionbridge services that scale with the development  
of our relationship



Q

What is Lionbridge Gaming’s  
experience in the game  
development space?

Lionbridge has successfully completed more 
than 2,500 game localization and testing 
projects for such titles as Microsoft, Bandai,  
and Nexo. In addition to localization,  
its linguistic experts offer narrative design;  
provide specialized support for east-west game 
adaptation; and serve as gamer moderators,  
providing seamless community management.

Lionbridge also offers geopolitical reviews as  
a part of its localization testing services to  
help developers navigate the diverse and  
unpredictable political landscapes.  

Q

How can developers start utilizing  
Lionbridge Gaming’s services?

Sign up at info.lionbridge.com/2018-Epic-Games.html

Q
Which languages does Lionbridge  
Gaming support? Are discounted  
services limited to certain countries 
or regions?

Lionbridge provides localization, testing, and  
marketing services in more than 300  
languages and thousands of dialects. There are  
no geographical limitations to the services offered  
to Unreal Engine developers.

Additionally, Lionbridge hosts several global  
connected labs and studios, including 11  
enterprise-owned and 15 partner locations in  
cities such as Beijing, Tokyo, Seattle, Berlin,  
Warsaw, Paris, and Mexico giving developers  
east-west support.

Q
What technology does Lionbridge  
Gaming provide to support game  
developers?

• Localized audio production at every step  
of the development process, from exclusive 
casting tools to custom vocal signal processing 
and analysis

• Cloud-based production to reduce time, 
defects, and costs while optimizing global  
audio studio capacity 

• Multilingual machine translation  
and integration tools with live expert support 

Q
Why is localization in game  
development important?

Ensuring high-quality, immersive experiences for 
players across the globe requires an understanding  
of customers’ language, cultural, and regional  
preferences. Gamers are especially appreciative  
of culturally relevant experiences and expect this  
of today’s developers. 

Lionbridge Gaming can help developers make deeper  
connections with millions of gamers in hundreds  
of markets, furthering their opportunities for  
global success. INVOLVE US EARLY!

Q

For how long will Unreal Engine  
developers be able to access discounted 
Lionbridge Gaming’s services?

Discounted Lionbridge services will be available  
to Unreal Engine developers through June 30, 2019.
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